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Before entering an exam, it is important to make sure that your exam environment is set up for

success. The following tips will allow you to complete your exam with as few technical difficulties

and distractions as possible:

● Approach your online exam the same way you would approach any in-person exam on

campus.

● When possible, try sitting at a kitchen, coffee, or dining table with suitable natural or artificial

lighting.

● When possible, inform your family or roommates that you will need to be alone and

uninterrupted during the entire exam.

Having trouble with image capturing?

If your camera is having trouble picking up your image, it is likely a lighting or background issue.

Please use these six tips to successfully pass the Webcam Image Test (Verify Video Pre-Check):

○ Make sure that your face is centered within the webcam frame.

○ If possible, place a desk lamp in front of you to ensure adequate frontal lighting. Avoid
back-lighting caused by a ceiling fan or an open window behind you.

○ Make sure your facial features are visible and not overshadowed by unbalanced lighting.

○ If you wear eyeglasses, please adjust the angle of your webcam and the brightness on
your computer monitor to help reduce glare.

○ Make sure you are sitting about an arm’s length away from the webcam.

○ If you are wearing a hat or some kind of head covering, make sure that it doesn’t cover
your facial features.

If you’re having trouble passing the Webcam Image Test, images from past attempts will be
displayed on screen to help you adjust your environment lighting or positioning as needed.

What happens if I don’t pass the Webcam Image Test?

During the pre-check process, the webcam test will capture a series of five images. If the system

is still unable to capture your image after three attempts, a Support chat will be initiated
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automatically. You will be able to chat with a live Proctorio Support Agent to get the assistance

needed to enter the exam.

Support

We are here to help!

If you are experiencing any issues during the pre-check process or during the exam, we are on

standby to offer support.

Start a Support chat by simply clicking on the shield icon in the upper right-hand corner of your

browser window.

You can also reach us via email at support@proctorio.com.
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A Friendly Reminder

Proctorio takes test-taker privacy very seriously and makes every effort to secure your data.

Proctorio operates as a browser extension within a sandbox that limits its access to your device’s

personal files and information. This also means you can uninstall the Proctorio extension

immediately after an exam.

In addition to operating as a browser extension, Proctorio secures all exam recording data in

three layers. Proctorio utilizes Zero-Knowledge Encryption, which means Proctorio does not have

access to the encryption keys used to decrypt test-taker recording data and only an

institution-approved individual can decrypt and review test-taker recording data.

You can learn more about Proctorio’s unique approach to protecting your privacy at

https://proctorio.com/about/privacy.
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